
Marketing 
that sells
CMFG - the b2b marketing agency



The b2b 
marketing
agency

CMFG is a b2b marketing agency; a great team

of creatives, planners, techies, writers and 

project managers that help create and deliver

standout campaigns. We have one simple aim, 

to help our clients sell!
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It’s about
results

Successful businesses create a direct link

between their business objectives, sales

objectives and marketing objectives. So clear 

and transparent targets are an essential 

starting point to achieving results. Without them

success is difficult to define. We’re not afraid 

of  talking numbers and with our experience

across numerous sectors we can help you

achieve yours.
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What we do -
Strategy &
Planning

Where are you now? What do you want to

achieve? What needs to be done to fill the gap?

Put like that, planning seems relatively simple.

However it is often easier for an outsider to take

an accurate and realistic view of  where you are

and it requires experience to understand the most

effective way for your business to get where it

wants to be. At CMFG we’ll help you establish

your marketing objectives and identify exactly

what needs to be done to achieve them.
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What we do -
Revenue
Generation

Good marketing is all about revenue generation

over the short, medium and long term. Helping

you win and then keep customers is CMFG’s

specialism. We understand how your prospects

really buy and what it takes to transform them 

from a cold prospect right the way through to a

loyal customer.  
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What we do -
Sales 
Enablement 

Successful organisations ensure that sales and

marketing teams share the same selling

objectives and processes. That means ensuring

your sales team has all the marketing tools it

requires to convert prospects at every stage of

the buying cycle. At CMFG we understand that

every piece of  support has a specific role to play

within your sales process.
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CMFG is a full service agency providing clients

with a complete one-stop service. We work with

our network of  specialist partners to deliver

expert advice and solutions at every step.

CMFG
services

Strategy & Planning
n Identity    
n Brand    
n Strategy    
n Campaign Planning    

Revenue Generation
n DM
n Email
n Events
n Advertising
n Social
n In-bound

Sales Enablement
n Design
n Artwork
n Digital
n Video
n Print
n Web
n Literature
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Buying...
not Selling

When an organisation thinks in terms of  “how do

prospects buy” rather than “how do we sell to

them”, creating effective marketing becomes a

whole lot clearer. It’s about understanding what

the prospect is really thinking as they move along

the buying process. It’s about right message, 

right person, right time. Above all, it’s about

ensuring they trust you. Easy to say, more 

difficult to achieve.



Creative 
works!
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Is b2b different from b2c? Yes, but too often

creatively it is bland, anonymous and dull and it

shouldn’t be. At CMFG, stand out creative is a

priority. Why? Because it delivers better results.
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Certain types of  message are better suited to

some communication channels than others.

Evidence shows consistent communication

through multiple channels is far more effective 

in terms of  recall than using a single channel.

Whatever your end objective, CMFG can help

you select the most appropriate digital and 

direct channels. For CMFG, integration is just

good marketing.

Integrate
your channels
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Get emotional!

It’s business, we know, but at the end of  the day

it’s about people to selling to people. It’s about

trust. That means in any business, decision

making is still largely emotional. Rational 

thinking is important but it is often only an

“intellectual alibi.”* 

You probably looked at the image opposite before

reading this. That’s exactly how your customers

behave. CMFG understands that, we understand

communication.

*Dan Hill 2011
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Why is in-bound marketing so important? 

Simply put, for every pound spent on in-bound,

you’ll generate a greater return than on your 

out-bound marketing. Your prospects are

researching their options long before they

contact you (if  they contact you!), so without a

coordinated approach to your in-bound

marketing, the likelihood of  you getting on to

tender shortlists doesn’t look good.

Think 
in-bound first



It doesn’t matter how big or small you are, a

clear understanding of  your customer

acquisition process, retention process and

growth process is essential to your long term

success. CMFG helps clients deliver ROI on

projects from £10,000 to £500,000 plus.
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Big and
small
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“CMFG is our secret weapon!”

Marketing Manager

Atos

“Delivering short, medium and long term lead

generation solutions across multiple markets is

complex and CMFG have proven themselves 

expert at it.”

Global Head of  Campaigns

Canopy

“CMFG are a key part of  our wider team. Their

experience and knowledge is invaluable in the

planning of  our marketing strategy  and they

constantly deliver innovative and creative solutions.”

Managing Director

FirstAssist Legal Protection

A word from 
our clients

“The experience and expertise of  CMFG has been

invaluable to us in transforming our marketing and

raising our profile.”

Director of  Business Development

Thompson Taraz

“CMFG’s knowledge has allowed us to have a long

working relationship with them as our marketing has

transformed from a traditional media mix to one 

where digital plays the lead role.”

Managing Director

UOE Holdings Ltd

“Responsive, creative and effective CMFG deliver

every time.”

Head of  Marketing

Burford Capital
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A breath of
fresh air

Why should you choose CMFG? Simply put, we

believe for every pound (or Euro) spent with us,

you’ll enjoy a greater ROI than you would

anywhere else.
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CMFG helps businesses define and implement

their marketing plans. We work with clients big

and small to deliver:

n Strategy & Planning

n Revenue Generation

n Sales Enablement

Give us a call and we’ll be happy to discuss how

we can help you.

Get in touch

CMFG Marketing
www.cmfg.co.uk   

The b2b marketing agency

Thompson Taraz
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